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Textile word comes from Latin word textile that means puts wear. 
Most useable fiber in textile industries is cotton or cotton fiber and cotton comes from the Arabic word quaton its 
also the symbol of Missouri human body's aristocracy that was consider cotton are the king of fiber and depend 
upon fineness, brightness & softness silk is the queen of fiber. 
 
Abstract: few years back the textile sector in Bangladesh uses the distinctive slogans against the ready made 
garments only fabrics & yarn dyeing for garments. That the professional body of textile sector knows only yarn and 
fabrics can dyeing but not fibers dyeing for make colorable yarn produce and reduce the process cost by partially use 
dyed fibers in yarn processing mills. For this reason it was highly unsatisfactory for the textile society and 
economical safety. This paper explores some of the important factors that affect to the textile sector in the present’s 
scenario and the degree of knowledge. Finally this paper attempts to find out some technique for development the 
colorable textile sector (yarn manufacturing) in the ready-made garments sector in Bangladesh. 
Bangladesh has a good opportunity for textile and apparel sector now days but the textile and apparel 
Sector in Bangladesh can produces only yarn, it is need to explain that long time ago the Bangladesh cannot 
Produce yarn but we learn from various technologist and technician like Pakistan, India and some other 
Country, but we know only produces yarn from fiber and ready made garments from fabrics it is the only 
Reform in status change. 
Like fabric import from china and make garments and export it to European country, actually we can not 
1. Make fabric (as required) 
2. We cannot make fiber  
3. We can not make machine 
4. We can not make man for required places. 
In apparel sector we import all trims from abroad. Because we cannot produces in locally for the reason 
 I think that 
1. We import trims not technology 
2. We import material not raw material 
3. We import machine not technology 
4. We import technology not technique.(using) 
Except some foreign own industries 
Why? 
This the causes the employer of Bangladesh wants to earn more money by sort time and sort way, they never think 
established their business long and wide in rang for their followers. 
They go to other country told them to produce low cost equipment and import for Bangladesh and earn more money 
but they never think for their customer or user. "At here I want to say for the 50 years celebrating in a hotel at 
agortola, tripura state in India, I was observe physically last December 06, it is actually there passion for business" 
 If they think we will import technique and technology from abroad or jointly setup industry in my country then sells 
to the customer or user. It will be more benefited for our country in technically aspect. 
By using this type of step the man of our country will be train up by taking this facility and they will get more 
opportunity to learn and after long time expert and technologist will develop. When technologist will create in our 
country then businessman can set up their related industry with local technologist. After some days more technician. 
Then we will be like technical developing country. Economically establishment will come soon. 
 What are we doing in garments? We have huge power full man and they can use their body for industry but not 
brain. 
 Why?  
It is our question and thinking today. 
1. Problem long time in our country government never thinks like today. And technical experts not come to the 

ruling in government and who come some time but forget their technology or technique to develop the country 
technologically only earns money.  

2. Always think like business man as their business with commissioning but not think implementing  
3. Right person is not in right places  
4. Banking over role  
5. Meritorious student cannot get right places for research or no research institute in Bangladesh or small scope for 

research in personally or help of others. But not long and no utilization for next experiment of there researches 
work. 



6. No research committee for justification future economical or environmental stability for textile and apparel 
sector in Bangladesh. 

7. No committee for inviting the foreign owner to setup their industry in Bangladesh and highlight they good 
feature of Bangladesh and profitability to setup their industry in Bangladesh. Like 

 
a) weather in Bangladesh 
b) manpower in Bangladesh 
c) even and natural disaster free land in Bangladesh 
d) sea or air communication facility in Bangladesh 
e) Sea or air transportation facility in Bangladesh 
f) Labor accommodation and life leading facility in Bangladesh 
g)  Technical person in Bangladesh and so on. 
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In fact we have huge man if we setup industry we can make the man as manpower for that we need foreign 
investment and hire the technology. Some time Bangladeshi government can send 10/12 Engineer to develop their 
idea in a special technology that we have no in present but we need. In this way Bangladesh government need to 
invite the foreign investor to setup their industry in Bangladesh with all kinds of facility from government. Like we 
have huge textile (spinning) mills in Bangladesh but we have no any spare parts industry in Bangladesh so we need 
to depend upon foreign company, in this sector we need to invite the foreign company who can make spare parts like 
apron, cot roller, spindle, arm pressure arms and so on with full of facility like tax free import the raw material tax 
free sale the spare parts and security. Then they will earn more and will interested to setup new one and we will get 
cheap rate spare parts and use the domestic product in our industry and we will able to produce cheap rate textile and 
apparel, not only that then we will able to reduce the price our product and able to fight the competition market 
simultaneously technical expert will grow from here and next our country business  owner will interested to setup 
new industry for few time technology and technically we can make us stronger then today. 
 
Preliminary sector here I indicate need to us develop our local industry by using foreign help foreign 
Technology and expert for develop our local expert. In this sector foreign producer come sale their product 
/spare in Bangladesh, if we change our eyesight and offer to them please comes to sale your product by 
Producing in Bangladesh we will give you land, man, road/sea/air, security and so on like our neighbored 
Country India. Then our country will develop and technically sound within five or ten years and we can 
produce power full man and manpower with some expert. It can make by business owner, government, and 
Expert in Bangladesh. 
I have upset like that some of factory owner says they never use any local instrument or local suppliers 
Instrument. Its very sham for us we have more then 700 textile technologist but nobody can satisfy the 
Requirement of our country / buyer by our own technology and instruments. So we should take decision to 
Satisfy our buyer by our huge resources and research. Some body can react for my comment but it not 
Interaction with other but my invite to them to do some things for future for this progress able 
Sector. 
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Now days we have some garments accessories industries have been develop in our country but no knitting spare 
Parts industries in our country we have yet today.  But we have huge demand in our country because we have much 
Knitting industry we also depend upon foreign spares. So it’s a great possibility to setup this type of industries in our 
Country. For this reason we need expert for spare and machinery for make, that we have no technology and 

machines 
So we need to depend upon foreign manufacturer then develop our people and try to setup new one by our own 
Capacity.  
  
Printing sector we have huge small medium or big printing factory but we have no any spare like dyes chemical 
Producing industry or technology in our country so we need to setup with the help of foreign country after train up 
By them we can setup by us and possible to develop our country. Dyeing sector is a big quantity capacity in 
Bangladesh but we have no any dyestuff producing industries in Bangladesh. So we need to depend upon foreign 
country manufacturer to use their dyestuff and all kinds of coloring material we need to import with high cost so we 
cannot reduce the price of our dyed fabrics or any goods. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 


